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Particularizations by Claimant as to the Trade Secrets and
Other Proprietary Information of Claimant that Claimant
Contends Respondent Wrongfully Disclosed or Used or the Like
1.

By __________, Claimant will serve and file a Particularization, setting forth in

reasonable detail the trade secrets or other proprietary information of Claimant that Claimant
contends Respondent wrongfully disclosed or used or the like and will produce the documents
upon which Claimant relies for such contentions.
2.

It is suggested that this Particularization include a chart with numbered boxes,

wherein each particular assertion is particularized and the related documents identified, to
facilitate Respondent’s response to said Particularization.
3.

By __________, Respondent will serve and file its Response to Claimant’s

foregoing Particularization and will produce the documents upon which it relies for such
Response.
4.

It is requested that Respondent’s Response to Claimant’s said Particularization

include a column that Respondent adds to Claimant’s Particularization, setting forth
Respondent’s response to each individual assertion, box by box, set forth therein and identifying
the documents upon which Respondent relies for such Response.
5.

It is understood that Respondent will provide its Response to Claimant’s said

Particularization based on documents then available to Respondent and witnesses who are still
employed by Respondent; provided, however, that to the extent Respondent is able, within the
foregoing time frame, to also include information from outside sources, including former
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employees, and information as to what is available in the public domain, it will do so, but
without prejudice to further elaboration on such matters later.
6.

A major purpose of this process of Particularization is to enable each side, on an

efficient basis, to gain reasonable discovery as to the other side’s contentions. It is expected that
this process should, to a considerable extent, obviate a more elaborate course of discovery.

Additional Contract Documents
7.

By ___________, Respondent will provide to the arbitrators copies of the

additional contract documents referenced in the pleadings that have not previously been provided
to the Arbitrators.
Particularizations as to Respondent’s Counterclaim for $______
8.

By ___________, Respondent will serve and file a Particularization of its claim

for $___________ plus additional monthly accruals and interest, setting forth the bases for that
claim with specificity.
9.

Said Particularization will list each individual item or similar group of items of

work making up said alleged damages with particularity, including as to the following: the
identity of the work in question, the dates thereof, and Respondent’s bases for contending that
Claimant is liable to Respondent for such work.1

1

This Particularization addresses the factual and contractual bases for Respondent’s
counterclaim for $___________; provided, however, that issues as to the scope of the work under
the ________ will be addressed by Respondent in a separate Particularization and need not be
addressed in this Particularization, except by general reference to Respondent’s position as to the
scope of that agreement.
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10.

It is expected that this Particularization will include a detailed chart wherein the

particular items at issue will be numbered and placed in individual blocks or the like to facilitate
Claimant’s responsive Particularization on an item by item basis.
11.

By __________, Claimant will serve and file its responsive Particularization,

setting forth with specificity its response to each item or group of items set forth by Respondent
in its Particularization
12.

Each side’s said Particularization will include as attachments the documents upon

which the side relies in support of its Particularization and will identify the particular documents,
or parts thereof, upon which the side relies in connection with its description of its position as to
each item or group of items of work set forth therein.
Particularizations as to Funding Available in a ________
13.

To the extent that items included within Respondent’s $______ counterclaim are

for amounts beyond the agreed monthly payments under the __________ (the “______”),
Respondent will, by __________ serve and file a Particularization of its bases for contending
that such items are payable under the __________, including the provisions thereof concerning
payments through funding available in a __________.
14.

By __________, Claimant will serve and file its responsive Particularization,

responding to Respondent’s said Particularization with specificity.
15.

Each side’s said Particularization will include as attachments the documents upon

which it relies in its Particularization and will identify the particular documents, or parts thereof,
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upon which the side relies in connection with its description of its position as to the matters in
question.
16.

These Particularizations will be organized similarly to Respondent’s

Particularization of its counterclaim for $__________, setting forth the parties’ respective
contentions in a format whereby such contentions are numbered and placed in individual blocks
or the like to facilitate the narrowing of the issues as to the matters in contention.
Particularizations as to the Scope of the __________
17.

By __________, Respondent will serve and file a Particularization of its position

as to the scope of the __________, identifying with specificity Respondent’s bases for
contending that the scope of the __________ changed over time and what it contends the final
applicable scope is.
18.

By __________, Claimant will serve and file its responsive Particularization of its

position as to the scope of the __________.
19.

Each side’s said Particularization will include as attachments the documents upon

which it relies in its Particularization and will identify the particular documents, or parts thereof,
upon which the side relies in connection with its description of its position as to the matters in
contention.
20.

These Particularizations will be organized similarly to Respondent’s

Particularization of its counterclaim for $__________, setting forth the parties’ respective
contentions in a format whereby such contentions are numbered and placed in individual blocks
or the like to facilitate the narrowing of the issues as to the matters in contention.
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Particularizations as to Claimant’s Claim for $__________
21.

By __________, Claimant will serve and file a Particularization of its claim for

$__________, setting forth the bases for that claim with specificity.
22.

Said Particularization will list each individual payment and related billing and

payment documents with particularity.
23.

It is expected that this Particularization will include a detailed chart wherein the

particular items at issue will be numbered and placed in individual blocks or the like to facilitate
Respondent’s responsive Particularization on an item by item basis.
24.

By __________, Respondent will serve and file its responsive Particularization,

setting forth with specificity its response as to each payment identified by Claimant in its
Particularization and identifying and attached the documents upon which it relies in response.
Respondent’s Counterclaim as to Claimant’s Alleged Breach
of the Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
25.

Respondent has represented that its counterclaim alleging Claimant’s breach of

the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing is a claim in the alternative that does not seek
additional relief beyond that demanded in connection with Respondent’s other counterclaims,
except that Respondent reserves the right to seek its costs and attorneys’ fees in this arbitration
if, in its view, discovery discloses that Claimant’s positions in this arbitration as to its obligations
to Respondent under the __________ are asserted in bad faith.
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Respondent’s Particularization as to Any Compensation it
Received Based on Information Provided or Work Done by Claimant
26.

By __________, Respondent will serve and file its Particularization, setting forth

in reasonable detail the amounts of money, by markup or otherwise, if any, that Respondent
received based on information provided or work done by Claimant, along with the documents
upon which Respondent relies in support of said Particularization.
27.

Respondent is providing this information based on Claimant’s request for

discovery as to such matters, but is doing so without prejudice to Respondent’s position that such
information is not relevant or material to Claimant’s damages, if any, even assuming, for
discovery purposes only, that Claimant is able to establish liability.
28.

The Parties agreed that, reasonably in advance of this __________ date, Claimant

may elaborate on its damages theory and identify for Respondent different parameters for this
Particularization by Respondent, subject to agreement between the Parties as to what those
parameters would be for purposes of discovery. In such eventuality, the Parties will work
together on the definition of such parameters, failing which the Parties may schedule a
conference call with the Discovery Master to discuss the matter.
29.

Respondent will further produce representative documents showing how the time

of its engineers who worked with Claimant was reported and billed internally within Respondent
and used for compensation purposes with the applicable customer(s).
30.

A major purpose of this process of particularization is to enable each side, on an

efficient basis, to gain reasonable discovery as to the other side’s contentions. It is expected that
this process should, to a considerable extent, obviate a more elaborate course of discovery.
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Project Files
31.

The parties have agreed, in the interests of expedition and economy, that each side

will make available to the other its respective “project files,” meaning the work files maintained
by each side with respect to the work that is the subject of the claims and counterclaims in this
arbitration.
32.

By __________, each side will have identified to the other the project files that it

has available to it and will have made arrangements to make such files available for review by
the other side, subject to reasonable protocols to be worked out between the parties as to such
document production.
33.

The foregoing includes electronically stored documents, to the extent the project

files are maintained electronically.
34.

The objective of this approach is that each side will have available to it the project

files available to the other side and will be able to search them and access whatever it wants from
them upon reasonable notice to the other side and under reasonable conditions.
Respondent’s Particularization of Its Counterclaim for Damages
35.

By __________, Respondent will serve and file a Particularization of its alleged

damages on the counterclaims it has asserted in this arbitration, providing reasonable detail as to
such alleged damages and producing documents, beyond those already produced, upon which it
relies for said damages.
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